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Craftsmen
and artists
are able to feel
fully aware
In the moment
of creation,
outside
the boundaries
of time.

“People sometimes ask me why I would
ever want to leave behind my native
city, Rome — such a beautiful city — and
Italy, a country so rich in art and design.
I am so grateful for having grown up in
the shadow of classical architecture and
Renaissance art, and for having touched
with my own hands the marble and
frescoes of ancient Rome. This experience has impacted me deeply and left
me with an appreciation for beautiful
things and harmony.
Maddalena Forcella, a textile designer

But it was in Mexico that I dared to ex-

originally from Italy, has lived and worked

periment with new forms of expression,

in Mexico for two decades. Immersed in

unconsciously searching for a way to

the flavors and crafts of Mexico, she has

reconcile two very different cultures — I

woven the culture of her adopted home

gradually discovered the beauty of people

into her own creative vision. In 2013,

through the hands of artisans over time.

Maddalena formed a brand working with
artisans from the region.

I am fascinated by how a craftsman and

We start with sourcing raw materials to

an artist are able to shape their own

create exceptionally beautiful colors and

world and feel fully aware in the mo-

textures. Using natural dyeing, weaving,

ment of creation, outside the boundaries

and felting techniques, we create custom

of time, conscious of their purpose in

textiles and rugs for a wide spectrum of

the world, if only for a moment. I can

sophisticated interiors, both traditional

feel this sensation whether I am inside

and contemporary. From sheep to spindle

a bookbinder’s shop in the heart of Rome

to showroom floor, the entire process is

or surrounded by artisans in the moun-

handcrafted with care.

tains of Chiapas in Mexico.”
— Maddalena Forcella
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original

HandCrafted
We believe in the beauty and value of the
handmade process. With the expertise that
artisans have developed through centuries,
we transform raw materials into elegant
textiles with deep cultural provenance.
By carefully cultivating relationships, we
honor the timeless space that a group of
women create while spinning wool in
their homes. This way of working respects
the daily life of women in the villages. All
of these factors contribute to the beauty,
uniqueness, and outstanding quality of
each piece we produce.
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the wool of the

Cotton deeR
In the highlands of Chiapas, Mexico,

This wool is unique in Mexico: almost

a Mayan group –the Chamulas– have

500 years of breeding, practiced by

resisted cultural assimilation for hun-

the shepherdesses and the indigenous

dreds of years, maintaining their own

weavers have created a highly special-

language and customs. When they first

ized product. It is hand spun, resulting

saw a sheep –a species introduced by

in a yarn of uneven thickness, infusing

the Spanish after the conquest in the

the fabric with its characteristic texture.

XVI century– the Chamulas named it

Because the wool is not being treated

“cotton deer” or Tunim Chiji in the Tsotsil

industrially, it retains its natural lus-

language. A “deer covered in cotton” is a

ter and allows for vibrant colors to be

poetic image, but the social, economic

achieved during the dyeing process.

and cultural importance of the sheep
and its wool goes beyond poetry for the
Chamula women, who are in charge of
animal care and have the responsibility
for the processing of the wool and the
weaving.
Since the XVI century the “cotton deer”
became the Batsi Chij or the “real sheep”
and its “cotton” –the fleece– became the
raw material of the traditional wool
dress which is a symbol of Chamula
identity, and an important income
source for their households. The same
sheep are now known as the “Chiapa”
sheep, and have become sacred animals
to the Chamula people and are treated as
treasured pets.
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natural

Dyes
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Dyes are derived from local plant mate-

Brasilwood

Haematoxylum brasiletto karst.

Red

rials. Sourcing of these materials is

Chamula black

Ageratina ligustrina + clay

Black

Cochineal

Dactylopius coccus

Pink to Red

Eucalyptus

Eucalyptus

Greenish yellow,
orange, and light brown

through successive baths and using

Indigo

Indigofera suffruticosa

Blue

other natural materials to create addi-

Logwood

Haematoxylum campechianum

Purple to black

tional variations. This “building” method

Mahogany

Swietenia macrophylla

Brown

of color development provides opportu-

Marigold

Tagetes erecta

Yellow

Mexican tarragon

Tagetes lucida cav.

Yellow

Pomegranate

Punica granatum

Yellow to grey

dependent on the season, so available
colors will vary throughout the year.
Different shades of color are “built”

nities for more complex hues and depths
of color.

MARIGOLD

COCHINEAL

Thousands of

We often use

this dye, which

BRAZILWOOD

is especially

INDIGO

flowers are

We use a species

cultivated yearly

CHAMULA BLACK

important in the

cultivated near

for the Day of the

This dye is made

Oaxacan textile

the Istmo de

Dead. We collect

medicine to

through three days

tradition.

Tehuantepec,

them from the

relieve cardio-

of intensive labor,

It produces a deep

where recent

altars following

vascular and renal

using local plants

crimson, which

projects have

the celebrations,

conditions, we use

which react with

can be modified to

revived a tradition

dry them and

it to create deep

a special clay rich

achieve different

that was in danger

produce our most

reds.

in iron.

shades of red.

of disappearing.

brilliant yellow.

Used as

a traditional
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hand

WoveN
Our rugs are woven by master weavers
in both Chiapas and Oaxaca in southern Mexico. Many years ago, we began
working in San Cristobal de las Casas,
Chiapas, training weavers and introducing new techniques and materials to
create more contemporary designs and
products.
In Teotitlan del Valle, Oaxaca, there is
a deep tradition of rug weaving with
pedal looms. Through collaboration with
skilled spinners and weavers in both
communities, we have achieved the special texture of our rugs.
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rugs

LookbooK

Photos by Takashi Fukuda
at CASA, San Agustin Etla
and Hotel Casa Oaxaca.
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YaK Rug
Material
Cotton warp & yak hair weft.
Type
Compound weave.
Dye technique
Mahogany & hand-dyed yak hair.
Size
On request / Customizable.
Care
Hand wash in cold water / Dry flat.
In collaboration with
Master weavers Gilberto Nuñez Cruz and Manuel Nuñez Cruz /
San Cristobal de Las Casas, Chiapas.
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Greige Rug
Material
Cotton warp & local hand-spun wool weft.
Type
Compound weave.
Dye technique
Natural shades of the wool.
Size
On request / Customizable.
Care
Hand wash in cold water / Dry flat.
Size
On request / Customizable.
In collaboration with
Master weavers Gilberto Nuñez Cruz and Manuel Nuñez Cruz /
San Cristobal de Las Casas, Chiapas.
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Natural-Dye Rug
Material
Cotton warp & local hand-spun wool weft.
Type
Flat weave.
Dye technique
Naturally dyed with any of the following:
Brazilwood ( Haematoxylum brasiletto Karst.)
Chamula black (Ageratina ligustrina)
Cochineal (dactylopius coccus)
Indigo (indigofera suffruticosa)
Logwood (Haematoxylum cam-pechianum)
Mahogany (Swietenia macrophylla)
Marigold (Tagetes erecta)
Size
On request / Customizable.
Care
Hand wash in cold water / Dry flat.
Size
On request / Customizable.
In collaboration with
Master weaver Federico Chávez / Teotitlán del Valle, Oaxaca.
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Maddalena

Forcella
Maddalena has spent the last twenty years

She is dedicated to empowering women

working in Mexico with indigenous arti-

and supporting the revitalization of an-

sans, researching traditional weaving and

cient techniques that are in danger of

dyeing techniques.

disappearing.

She loves to play with the dye process.

In addition to her product design,

Plants, bark, flowers, and insects enable

Maddalena is an accomplished gallery

her to create an unlimited spectrum of

artist and has had numerous exhibitions

colors, hues, and saturations. She has vast

around the world. Her work has been ex-

experience working all over Mexico with

hibited at Museo Franz Mayer, Mexico City;

indigenous weavers, sharing her knowl-

Museo Textil de Oaxaca, Oaxaca; CerModern,

edge of natural dyes and working as a de-

Ankara, Turkey; the Fashion and Textile

sign consultant on behalf of foundations,

Museum, London, UK; and the International

NGOs, and government projects.

Triennial of Tapestry, Lodz, Poland.

Deeply committed to the people she works

She expresses her special alchemy by

with, Maddalena lived for many years in

creating complex and subtle color com-

the small communities around San Cris-

binations along with incredible textures.

tobal de las Casas, Chiapas. She co-founded

Maddalena’s elegant designs weave one

several cooperatives in the region, such as

thread that connects the traditional and

Kun Kun S.C. and El Camino de Los Altos A.C.

the contemporary.
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studio
the

STUDIO CONTACT

POINTS OF SALE

Maddalena Forcella

Alt for Living

Galería Mexicana de Diseño

Calle de los Libres 500

148 West 28th Street

Anatole France 13

68000 Centro

New York, NY 10001

Polanco, Mexico City

Oaxaca, Mexico

USA

MEXICO

MEXICO

+1 212 431 1000

+52 528 000 80

+52 1 951 2310 500

www.altforliving.com

www.gmdd.co

www.maddaforcella.com

Tienda Q

Onora Casa

info@maddaforcella.com

Manuel Bravo 109

Lope de Vega 330

-

Oaxaca, Mexico

Polanco, Mexico City

Maddalena Forcella

MEXICO

+52 520 309 38

maddaforcella.blogspot.com

+52 1 951 514 88 55

MEXICO

maddaforcella

www.tiendaq.com.mx

www.onoracasa.com

-
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CREDITS
Original artwork by Maddalena Forcella in
collaboration with mentioned artisans.
The wool is hand-spun by artisans from

El Camino de los Altos a.c.
Text by Maddalena Forcella and Marie Farneth.
Text on p.06 is based on PEREZGROVAS GARZA,
Raúl. La lana del Tunim Chij, el “venado de
algodón”. Universidad Autónoma de Chiapas.
Instituto de Estudios Indígenas 2005.
Editorial design by Fernanda Pizá.
All photos by Takashi Fukuda, except:
p. 09 (cochineal on cacti) and pp. 16 - 19 by
Maddalena Forcella; p. 09 (chamula black
plants) by Peganum; and p. 09 (indigo chunks)
by Alchemy in Design (retrieved on January 2016).
Locations of rugs on pp. 12 - 14 at CASA San
Agustín Etla and p. 15 at Hotel Casa Oaxaca.

www.maddaforcella.com
info@maddaforcella.com

Rug on cover for Bonetti/Kozerski Studio LLC
New York, NY.

